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My invention relates to the class of devices 
employed in telephone toll apparatus for direct 
ing coins or other tokens toward and .into con 
tact with signalling devices, as bells, gongs, etc, 

. 6 and an object of myinvention, among others, 
is to provide a channel‘plate that shall cause 
the coins or tokens to certainly strike the sig 
nalling devices in a manner to cause a clear and 
distinct sound, and a further object of my in 

.10 vention is to provide av channel plate having 
means not only to prevent unlawful use by means 
of coins or tokens attached to strings or other 
?exible suspension devices but also to prevent 
such unlawfully used coins or other devices from 
remaining in a place to obstruct subsequent pas 
sage of a coin or token along the channel or 
channels. \ . 

One form of a channel plate embodying my 
invention "and in the construction and use of 
which the objects herein set out, as well as others, 
may be attained is illustrated in the accompany 
ing drawings, in which 

Figure 1 is a front view of a coin channel plate 
embodying my invention, a single signal device 
of several common to said plate being shown, 
and this being broken off. , 
Figure 2 is a front view of a fragment of my 

.improved coin channel plate with much of the 
front plate broken away. ' 

Figure 3 is a front view of a fragment of the 
back plate comprising part of my improved coin 
‘channel plate. 
~Figure 4 is a front view of the lower portion 

of the back and middle'plates‘of my improved 
coin channel plate, the upper part of the middle 
plate being broken away. ' 

Figure 5 is a top, edge view of my improved 
plate. - 

Figure 6 is a view in section on a plane de 
noted by the dotted line 6 of Figure 1. 
Figure '7 is a similar view on a plane denoted 

by the dotted line '1 of Figure 1.‘ . 
Figure 8 is a view in section on a plane ‘denoted 

by the dotted line 8 of Figure 1. ‘ 
Figure 9 is a view in cross‘ section on a plane 

denoted by the dotted line 9—_-9 of Figure 2. 
Figure 10 is a similar section on a‘plane denoted 

by the dotted line 10am of Figure 2. 
Figure 11 is another similar view on a plane 

denoted by the dotted line 11—11 of Figure 2. 
Figure 12 is a cross-sectional view on a plane 

denoted by the dotted line 12-12 of Figure 2. 
Figure 13 is a view in cross section on a plane 

denoted by the dotted line 13—13 of Figure 4. 
Figure 14 is a view in section on a plane de 
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noted by the dotted line 14—14 of Figure 4, and 
' Figure 15 is a view in section on a plane de 
noted by the dottedline 15—15 of Figure 1. ‘ 
The channel plate embodying my improve 

ment and illustrated and described herein 'com- 00 
prises a back plate 20, a middle plate 21, and a 
front plate 22. A coin channel 23 is formed 
principally in the back plate 20, this channel 
following a devious path from a mouth 24 at 
the entrance to said channel at the top edge of 65 
the coin channel plate, a signal device, as a 
bell or gong, (not shown), being located'in the 
path of travel of a coin along said channel. In 
the structure shown herein this‘ channel is the 
widest of three illustrated and is intended to 70 
receive a quarter dollar. A coin channel 25 is 
formed in the middle plate 21, this channel fol 
lowing a sinuous path from the mouth 26 thereof 
to' the bottom edge of the coin channel plate, this 
channel vbeing next in width to the channel 23. ‘1.5 
and being intended to receive a nickel. This 
channel directs a coin, as a nickel, into contact 
.with the lower edge of the bell 27. - A coin chanl 
nel 28 is also ‘formed in the middle plate 21 and 
extends in an irregular path from the mouth 29 
to the lower edge of the coin channel plate. The 
three plates just described are secured together 
in rigid contact as by means of screws or other 
suitable fastenings. The general arrangement 
and construction herein just described are old 
and well known and a further and detailed de 
scription thereof is omitted herein.- My ‘present - 
invention resides in improvements which I have 
added to this old construction to improve the 
action of the coins in traveling along the'chan 
nels in the plate and also to e?ect maximum 
security against fraudulent use of the device. 

It will be understood by those skilleddn the. 
art that coin channel plates of the kind herein 
illustrated and described are used in telephone 
instruments for the purpose of denoting the pay 
ment of a toll or fee for use of the instrument, 
the coins being inserted in openings in a slot plate 
af?xed to the top of the telephone and from 
which they are directed into the mouths of the .100 
coin channel plate herein shown and after pass 
ing out at the bottom of the channels they are 
deposited in a coin box or, under certain con 
ditions, are. returned to the user of the instru 
ment. For thisreason a detailed description'and. 
an illustration of the parts appurtenant to the 
coin channel plate are omitted herein. 
In prior structures of this type the coin chan 

nels have ‘been formed with particular reference 
to economizing space, this contemplating the use 
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* ‘of a single signal and the employment of por 
tions of channels for different coins to accomplish 
manifold purposes, and in doing this the chan 
nels have been formed to direct coins to certain‘ 
points to strike the signal devices, in some in 
stances a coin after reaching a certain position 
being permitted to_drop against the signal de 

7 vice. It is a. purpose of my present invention not 
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only to direct the coins into contact with the 
signal devices but to cause them to make such 
contact in a predetermined manner to effect in 
creased and bene?cial results. It is material to 
e?icient operation that the coins shall maintain 
a rolling contact with the channel to a maximum 
extent in order to properly strike the signals to 
produce clear sounds and also toavoid undue 
wear on the channel walls or edges at certain 
points. i 
In my improved channel plate the coin chan 

nels are arranged so that the coins have a rolling 
action when they strike a bell or other signal, as 
distinguished from a non-rolling contact as by a 
sheer drop against the hell or other signal. I 
have illustrated this particularly in connection 
with the coin channels 25 and 28 and especially 
the latter in which there is a vertically disposed 
curved passage formed by a shoulder 30 on one 
side of the passage and a curved mg 31 on the op 
posite side of the passage. When a coin enters 
the channel it rolls along the bottom edge there 

- of, rotating in a clockwise direction in the ‘ar 
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, to a second reversing-passage 37 in said ‘channel. 
where the direction ofrotation of thecoin is I 

65 
vrection. v 

rangement shown herein. After leaving the bot 
tom edge of the channel the force acquired by 
the rolling coin carries it against the opposite 
edge of the channel whereby it makes forcible 
contact with the opposite curved edge or shoul 
der 30, the lug 31 retaining the coin closely 
against lateral movement; This shoulder 30 di 
rects the vertical movement of, the coin as it 
changes its. direction from amovement to the 
right at the entrance portion of the channel to a 
movement to the left along a succeeding portion 
of the channel. It is obvious that in changing 
this direction of movement the direction of rota 
tion of the coin will also be changed, and this is 
effected in the passage defined by thewallsor 
edgesv30 and 31, so that when the coin reaches 
the bell or signalf27 .it has a rolling movement 
across the edge of said bell as distinguished from 
said dropping movement above referred to. I 
therefore term this portion of the channel just 
described a reversingpassage ,32, the portion of 

an entrance passage 33. 
From the reversing passage 7 

an intermediate passage 34 after rolling past the 
edge of the bell 27 in contact therewith, the.up-' 
per edge of .‘this intermediate passage having a 
stop 35 to~ prevent boundlng'of the coin from 
the bell. Reversing the direction of rotation of 
the coin to a rotationcontraclockwise causes it to . 
travel readily along the intermediate passage 34 

again changed into a" rotationin a clockwise di 

In prior structures the outer wall‘ or edge of 
this portion of the channel is subject to much 
wear and even distortion, owing to the force of 
the coins striking directly against such wall, this 
having heretofore been disposed substantially ‘at 
rightanglesto the axis of the passage 34. This 
has had the effect of greatly shortening the life 
of the channel. plate. ' 
To overcome this objection I provide a channel 

"as the vcom ‘enters 

1,966,413 
at the entrance of this second reversing passage 
with a speed reducing element 38 in the form of 
a sharply curved de?ecting shoulder, as shown 
in dotted line in Figure 1 merged into a circular 
shaped portion, and in order to maintain the coin 
against the bottom of the channel and cause it to 
surely engage the coin with this speed reducing 
element I provide the cover or front plate 22 with 
a boss 39 on its back or under face to restrict 
the depth of the channel and cause the coin to 
travel closely against the back or bottom wall 
of said channel at the'time it reachesisaid speed 
reducing element. Contact with this speed re 
ducing element lessens'the speed of travel. of the 
coin as well as its speed of rotation with a result 
that when the coin ,encounters the thin‘outside 
edge of the reversing passage 37- itsforce‘will be 
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so reduced as to have no material injurious ef- - 
fects on said edge. ». 

This lessening of the speed of ‘rotation of the, 
coin, as well as its traveling speed by action of 
the passage 37 causes said coin to freely roll along 
the passage 40 into engagement with the lower 
edge of the bell 27 which it passes in rolling con 
tact therewith, thereby effecting a sharp distinct 
sound. I ‘ 

The coin channel 25 also has an entrance pas 
sage leading into a reversing passage located op 
posite the reversing passage in the channel 28. 
This channel 25 also has an intermediate pas 
sage leading intov a second reversing passage 41, 
the lower part of this reversing passage compris 
ing part of the reversing passage 37 hereinbe 
fore described. The entrance, ?rst reversing and 
intermediate passages just describedhave been 
given no characters in the drawings, as they will 
be readily perceived from the dotted lines in Fig 
ure 1, theyperforming no particular function ex 
cept to maintain the rolling action of the coin. 
The second reversing passage reverses the direc 
tion of rotation of the coin, as a nickel, and there 
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by effects presentation of the coin to the bell 27 ' 
with a free rolling movement having the attend 
ing bene?cial results hereinbefore described. 
Fraudulent use of devices of this character is 

frequently attempted by the insertion of a coin 
or other similar‘ device of ‘proper size, having a 
string, thread or other ?exible connection at- ' 
tached thereto, such devices being manipulated 
within the channel to effect sounding of the sig 
nals the required number of times desired. To 

the coin channels to prevent such acts. In the 
lower part of the channel 23 for the quarter dol 
larI project a trap lug 42 into one side of the 
channel, and asshown in Figure 3. The position ' 
of this‘ lug forms' a slot between the lug and a 
shoulder 43 on the back plate 20. The lug has 
a lip 44 formed by undercutting its edge, and a 
'hole 45 vis formed through the back plate in the 
bottom of said slot and said lug is beveled down 
to‘ the bottom of the channel 23 on the side op 
.posite the lip 44. , ’ 

The, channel 23 is depressed, as at 46, under the 
lower edge of the lug 42 (see Fig. 14). In an 
attempt be made to sound the gong appurtenant 
to:the channel 23 by a device 47 of substantially 
the size of a quarter dollar, or even a quarter 
dollar attached to a- thread or cord 48,_as shown 
in Figure 3, when it is attempted to retrieve the 
device by pulling the cord or thread upwardly 
the latter will. slip over, the beveled portion of 
the lug 42 into the groove at the edge of said lug 
and‘ into the undercut recess underneath the lip 
44 thereby‘preventing withdrawal of the device. 

_ frustrate such attempts I have provided traps in ' 
the channel above this reversing passage being " 
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freely pass. . 

models 
If the thread or cord 48 be broken the device'will" 
fall out of the channel into the receptacle pro 
vided therefor. ' 
To prevent such fraudulent use by means of a 

dime or similar device in the channel 28‘the lug 
31 is made effective. The lug is spaced at its 
upper end from a ?nger 49 forming a part of the 
channel 28 creating an opening 50, (see Fig. 2) 
and similarly the lower end of the lug isv spaced 
from the projection'forming the stop. 35 creating 
an opening 51, a hole being formed through the 
plate underneath said opening. If an attempt 
be made to sound the bell 27 as by a coin or device 
36 of the size of a dime attached to a cord, as 
shown in Figure 2, when the coin is pulled up 
wardly the cord will vpass ‘over the beveled por 
tion of the lug 31 and into the openings 50 and 51. 
This will prevent vwithdrawal of the dime 'or 
other device. After the coin or device 36 ‘has 
been lowered into".v the intermediate‘ passage 34 . 
either before 'oripafter an atteniptto withdraw 
the coin andv effecting theresults'just described, 
if an attempt be made to sound the bell by a sud 
den pull on the cord to jerk the dime into ‘con- 
tact with the bells ward 53 in ‘thebase of a" 
curved shoulder on the lower wallof the coin 
channel will ‘throw the dime away from thebell 
and prevent the latter from being ‘struck. 
A releasing lug 54 is projected from'the under- . 

or back surface of the cover plate into alhole in 
the intermediate plate which saidlug closely fits. v I v I h 

"for. the passage- of a ‘coin, said: channel‘ including" This will prevent the cord or ‘thread-from being, 
wedged between the front and intermediate plates 
in an attempt to wlthdraw'the ,coinVIn prior. 
devices the cord frequently becomesthusswedgod. j 
with the result that the coin is held suspended in} 
the channel and the apparatus thereforeibecomes - 
inoperative. A similar lug 54 is near" 
the entrance of the coin channel '28asfshown' in 
dotted line in Figure 2 of the drawings toip'revent 
the same results. ’ " ‘ ' - ' 

In order to assist the movement of cordover 
the lug 31 a boss 55 is formed on‘ the‘ front or 1 

“var plate 22' (see Fig- 9) a I space between its under surface and*m¢-oum_ ~ I‘ 

edge of said lug through, cord} 

The coin channel 25 equipped tor-(receive, a 
nickel is provided with a. 1118 56st one'side thereof 
said lug extending into’a boss'f:57__h(see ‘ 

on the cover plate formed 'and‘opcratinga‘s described with respect to ,thefbos's 55.‘ A Releasing" 

lugs to prevent jamming‘ of ‘the formed with respect to this‘ channel,‘ operation to frustrate a fraudulent attemptatoi 

use the device is practically the same as herein 
before described, a further and detailed descrip 
tion with respect to the channel 25 isomitted-I 
herein, it being brie?y noted that the lug 56 has‘ 
an undercut nose 58 underneath which the cord 
catches to prevent upward movement of the nick 
el 59 or other device of substantially the same 
size. . > ' 

The mouths of the coin channels are beveled 
to a very thin edge, as shown in Flgures5, 6, 7, 
and 8 for the purpose of preventing a coin‘ resting 
upon the edge of the channel plate when passing‘ , 
from the coin plate, an objection which results 
when the plates are not thus beveled. The upper 
wall of the passage 41 is beveled on’ at 52 adjacent 
to the speed reducing. element 38 landas shown in‘ 
Figures 1 and 4 of the drawings. This is for the 
purpose of raising the edge of a nickel or similar ‘ 
device when an attempt is made to withdraw 
such device as by means of a cord,‘ the portion, *witha coin orf'similarldevice _' 

‘ ofsaidyertic'ak' . 

i‘device.located the of @dwmvum?thé 
‘lstterpassessaidshouider. » I. a . . 

,with said stop underneath said lip. ' 

of the cord passing through the opening ‘ 
nickel or similar device engaging the beveled por 
tion and raising this edge of the nickel and there 
by preventing it from catching underneath the 
boss 39 and thereby Jamming and obstructing the 
channel. ' '_ 
I claim: 
1. A coin channel plate including a channel for . 

the passage of a coin, said channel including a, 
passage inclined for movement of they coin_',in _ 
one direction and an inclinedipassage for move-_ ' 
ment of the coinin' oppositeldirection, and v‘a’v 
connecting passage. vertically arranged and com 
prising two walls extending parallel 
one with the other and curved to complete re_-' 
versal of the direction of rotation of afcoinbe 
fore reaching a signal‘device and .thereby‘pres'ent 
it in rolling action to‘ a signal device, andf'afgig'nal . 
device located inrthéjpnthjof movementof'said'. ‘ 
coin to receive it in: contact therewith; 

‘2.3 A coin channel plate including for '- " - I . 
the passage ofa’coin, said " 
inclined passage and a vertic 
sage extending therefrommac 

the mor‘ejggraduallyi curved ‘off said" vertical 

, . . . ' ividinsshqul- I 

vdo to dawn ¢blnfend=shernlrdé?ectitjlssm;; 

fan '55:] 

ioo " 

passage "td-ease‘vcontact oi'Z-th'e coin,v with the ‘wall; . I .7 I 

-,:a. 'a- coin channelf plate when a channel 

e... and-a signaldevice lo-"l 
atedzinthe- pathwofsaid coin after thelatter ' 

' passes said shoulder; '105 

an inclined passage :and' a‘ vertically arranged ] 
<pmgéxtsndihstherefrom. a" shoulder to dim“ ' t ‘ ' 

I‘ vdeflect,"itiagainsegm morev 
9 to. .aJPOiDI gradually 

contact‘ .. of ’' thei com. with the, wan or said 7; 
vertical .. 
against z" said 1. 

' cated in .- path-"of-said. coin, arm ‘the ‘latter 
> ~ 

v . e,‘ means for. directing} the _'coin‘:-'» , 
shoulder.‘ and a, 'signalqdevice, 10-'- ~ 

coin " 

"the assage‘ofulalcoin;saidchannel’includingan-I“ ' 
d: vertically passage -} . ' 

w slim‘. 18' win "mo saldaverticalinwacef to i ‘' 
contactof the coin-with the-wall of‘siidi vertical‘ ' 
.1e,.:a ‘cover’ plate; for? said ., as. \ 
' 'bos'son its ‘under: entendinrinto- said in-v I '_ .. 
‘lined, passage .toreduce its. depth'jan'ddirect ‘a,- ‘ ‘ ~ 
ininto contact withsaid shoulder, sesame: 

5; .A. coin channel nleteiincludinsa chines-13hr. i 
the passage of a-‘coin, a lug‘located at cn'eJ-sideof'; 

r120. - 

channeland forming astop-toprevent . ., I Y 
fward movement of a coin orsimilar-‘jdevice, a lip? ; ' ' 
on the end of said lug to engage over saldicom or i .v v I, ;v. 

5 similar device, saidlug being beveledv on its chan-v ‘ 
nel side to effect passagethereover of aflexible. 135 
member attached to saidgdevice ‘when enES-EQd ~, 

6.’ A coin channel plate including a channel 
for the passage of‘ aicoin, means to; engage a 

> ?exible connection > with‘ a‘ coin or 1 similar‘ device ' 
‘to remove said connection from said channel, a», ' ‘ 
stop to preventbackward movementof said‘jc'oin 
or similar device attached to saidcoin, and means 
to prevent Jamming offsaidgcord andconsequent 

' suspension of said device in an; channelv when the 
cord is broken. " " 

v145 1 
‘ . '- 7. A coin manner-Thaw channelj 
for the passage‘ ofra'coimlaco'vei' plate fonsaid. " 

~ channel, means to :engage'faliiexible'connection» ' A 
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nection from said channel, a stop to prevent back 
ward movement of said coin or similar device at 
tached to said cord, and a lug projecting from 
the back face of said cover plate to engage said 

5 cord and prevent it from jamming between the 
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cover and channel plates. 
8. A coin channel plate including a channel for 

the passage ci a coin; a cover plate for said chan 

1,960,413 
nel, a boss on the under side of said cover plate 
to reduce the depth of the channel, and a bevel 
formed on the edge of the channel to raise the 
edge of a coin and prevent it from catching under 
the boss in an attempt to withdraw the coin as 
by means of a ?exibie connection. 

GEORGE A. LONG. 
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